
May 15, 2020 

 

Dear Friends, 

It’s time for another update on the situation of our Home in this challenging time with the coronavirus.    

This week has proven to be a difficult one and I am so sorry to tell you that we have sent 4 of our dear 

Residents to heaven from our skilled nursing unit. On Mother’s day a very special Mom left us for her 

eternal reward. She had tested positive for Covid-19 and was only sick for about a week. A few days 

later our eldest Resident (107 years old) followed her into heaven. Yesterday evening a retired priest 

died very peacefully and just after midnight our second eldest (101 years old) went Home to God. I was 

able to FaceTime with her loving granddaughter the evening before she died. We still await the results 

of two of their tests but the third Resident was not tested.  

As previously, we still have 5 Residents in our skilled nursing unit who tested positive, but of those 5, 

one has recovered and has been taken off precautions. It is such a joy to see her “back to herself”! Two 

Residents are still on precautions and the other 2 have basically recovered. Our plan is to take them off 

precautions early next week. Everyone is in a private room and the 2 who are actively positive are next 

to each other in order to separate them from the other Residents who have so far escaped the virus. We 

are all constantly observing each person for any symptoms and if we observe any, we immediately put 

them on precautions, which means we wear gowns on top of all the other PPE we are wearing in the 

Unit. In spite of all we are wearing, the Residents still recognize us as “Sister”!  

On the fourth floor, we have had 2 Residents who were positive many weeks ago, and they are much 

improved. One of the ladies was taken off precautions today, which is encouraging. On the other hand, 1 

of our gentlemen became ill and is now in the hospital.  

Our fifth floor Residents are doing very well, thank God. As with the Residents on the other floors we 

serve them all meals in their own rooms and their patience is admirable. We give them the menu for 

them to choose from, but it certainly isn’t being served on china nor coming from a gourmet restaurant! 

But hopefully, they see the love with which it is being served. How I wish this difficult time was over as 

I’m sure you do too!  

For the time being, we are surely not leaving our dear Residents in Somerville. We really don’t know 

when the transition with VNA will actually take place. Please keep us all in your prayers as we do you!  

 

Sincerely yours in Christ, 

Mother Maureen and all your Little Sisters  


